
BIRTH ANGELS - Fulfilling Your Life Purpose with the 72 Angels 
of the Kabbalah  by Terah Cox 
“According to the Angelic mysteries of the Tree of Life, we are 
each attended by a particular “constellation” of three Angelic 
Energies who dwell with and within us and whose Divine qualities 
correspond to our unique soul purposes, challenges and 
potentials for this lifetime. These three Angels, who were 
the supporting energies at the moment each of us were born, work 
with and within us throughout our lives to help quicken and 
amplify the spark of Divinity that is our soul and its unique 
expression in physicality, time, meaning and matter.” 

We can know our Birth Angels by using our day and time 
of birth. Your Birth Angels serve to amplify your soul-light in the 
physical, emotional and mental aspects of your Divine-Human 
beingness. 

Your Incarnation Angel ~ Expresses qualities of the Divine Being 
and Will through human physical existence, will and life 
purpose. Corresponds to your five-day period of birth and 
supports the qualities, challenges and expressions of your 
physical being and the will and qualities you need to carry out 
your soul purposes in this lifetime. Some like to refer to this 
Angel as our “Guardian Angel.” 
Your Heart Angel ~ Expresses qualities of Divine Love through 



the feelings, truths and wisdom of the human heart. Corresponds 
to the actual day of birth, your emotional qualities, 
challenges and potentials, and supports the cultivation of love, 
compassion, forgiveness and understanding for self and others, 
as well as intuition, wisdom and personal truth. 
Your Intellect Angel ~ Expresses qualities of Divine Mind 
through the constructs and creations of human intelligence. 
Corresponds to your time of birth (within 20 minutes), your 
mental qualities, challenges and potentials and the cultivation 
of greater awareness and higher-mind. Those born at a cusp time 
(on the hour or 20 minutes before or after) may be said to have 
two Intellect Angels (for a total of four Birth Angels). 


